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oRDINARY LEVEL NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS, 2O2O -2O2L

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS I

DURATION: 3 HOURS

. INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as they appear on
:

your registration form, and DO NOT writ-e your nalnes and ind.ex number on +

additional answer sheets if provid.ed.

2l Do not open this paper until you are told to do so.

3) This paper has TWO sections: A and B.

SECTION A: Attempt ALL questions. (55 marks)

SECTION B: Attempt oNLY THREE questions. (45 marks)

4) you may use mathematical instruments and a calculator where necessary.
t*l 5) Use a blue oi black ink pen only to write your answers and a pencil to draw

diagrarns.

6) Show clearly all the working steps. Marks will not be awarded for the

answer without all working stefs.
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SECTIOI{ A: ATTEMPT ALL eUESTIONS (5s marks}

1) Workout the value of Y= when r=3 and l=1 {2 marks)

{3 marksf

{4 marks}

{4 marksl

{3 marks}

{4 marlts}

{3 rnarksf

{4 marksf

2) when 110 is added to a certair, .rr*b.. and the sum is divided
by 3, the result is 4 times the original number. wlai is the original
number?

3) Find the inverse of g(x) = Zxz -l

4) Solve the following equation in lR

7 +2x 7x+l
34

5) In the figure below calculate the value of angle x,

i:
I

6) solve the simultaneous equation using substitution method.

lt-t=2x I
{:y-+, = r:f

7l

'
8)

t=
Rationalize the following expression: 

#m

In a right-angled triangle ABC, AD is the altitude from

vertex A to the hypotenuse. If AD = L2crnand DC = 18 cm,

find the length named x of segment BD.
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9) Calculate the l"ttgtl'rnarked 
x in the triangle below:

18'6'ilr

[4 rnarks]

( x-B I ,* * null vector, Iind the values of x and y . 14 rarLs!
1o) Given ,n",[.rr*r,] t* a nuII vector' nlI(] trrtr varLrt

11I Calculate an arithmetic mean of a Junior student's rnarks in

five subjects:
Mathematics 2O marks;
KinYarwanda 15 marks;
English 12 marks;
ChlmistrY 16 marks;
PhYsies lO marks

12I Find the equation of the dtraight line passing through '

the pbints (1,2) and l-2,61

Find the value of dlin the following: fi2 : 7 | n'*

14) ff e, and V are two vectors

+

*v +Ztr

l3)

f4 rrarks!

[4 rmarks]

[4 rarks]

[4 r*arhs]

t

ir:

l
;

:i.

!

L such tr,at i = [iJ *,,a i'= [;')

l
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15) observe the figure berow and answer the folrowing questions:

(a) Explain the rerationship between angles'in the figure.
(b) Find the value of x in the figure: .

17). (a) A triangle ABC has vertices A(0,0); 8(10,2) and C(2,6).
Find the coordinates of the points A' ; B,and, C, , 

' \ ) /

the images of r , B and c respectively, under a transration
with displacement -r.",o. [2)

(.3 /

(b) Find the value of x in the equation 31* - 17 * :16*

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

sEcrIoN B: ATTEMPT oNLy rHREE euESTIoNs (4s marks)

16) (a) ,{11 the 24o students at a certain schoor learn Kinyarwanda or
English or both. 150 Learn Kinyarwanda and L2o LearnEnglish.

(i) How many students learn both languages?

(ii) How many students learn English only?

(iii) How many students learn Kinyarwanda only?

(b) An open cylinder has a radius of 1.4cm and a
height of 30cm. calcurate its total surface area.

(5 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

{4 marks)

{9 marks)

{6 marks)

j
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18,},r,SnppoSe,.that:truo.tri€ngles below'AflSI and,'NKL.are,.sfuilar-,-'l ,

.r :-.:':,r-r:ii,:l

r .,. .- . ,, , $; y+2 -: . :

(a) Find the valuE of x' ::,.....
(bJ.findtheva1ueofy........-

(c) Determine the length of Zf lCirre your answer in cm)

:,,
(d) Deterrniae:tlre length of JK (Give your answer in cm)

.,i



-e:^6o'

From th,is diagram arlswer the following qtrestiols: , -

distarrce frorn CitY C to CitY B :

(a) Catculate the

rreci answer to 1 decimal Place)
(Give your co, 

' 
marked 6 in the diagram

p) Calculate the size of the angle

pive your correct answer to 1 decimal place) .j

€
1-l
I
1j

l

j

t
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2O) The data below shows the heights of students {in cm) at a certain school

taken by a tailor in order to make their school uniform.

Height {in cm} Frequency, f

150- 154 5

155-159 2

L60-t64 6

165-169 8

170-t74 9

175-179 11

180-184 6

185-189 3

(a) Complete the following table: {1O marks}

Height (in cm) Midpoint, x Frequency, / f. Cumulative
frequency

150- 154 5

r55-159 2

160-164 6

165-169 8

L70-L74 9

L75-r79 11

=,, 180- 184 6

1,q+r8e 3

Zf= Z-t*=
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{b}CarEulatathe'meAri.height. .,', .',,
(c) Caltttl4le the,rii,e ian,.e'lass height.., ;,

(d) Whaf,is,t&e m al .class? 
Expilain why,.,

'.:'
:'
.:.:.
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